
 

 

 
Together There Residency 
Intake Meeting | Part 1 (DRAFT) 
1 hour videoconference, date TBA (ideally before November 28, 2022) 

 
The purpose for this meeting is to introduce ourselves to each other, as well as discuss any 
access needs you have to be able to fully engage in the residency and set out a plan to make 
sure they are appropriately cared for.  
 

 

AGENDA 
 
 

1. Resident introductions (15 minutes) 
 How would you like to introduce yourself? 
 Where are you? (i.e., territory acknowledgments, option to describe your 

community) 
 What are your access needs and communication preferences?  
 What do you need to feel safe, supported, and cared for during the residency? 
 What are your preferred ways of working and convening together or checking in 

(i.e.., what formats, how often?) 
 

2. Knowledge and care team introductions (15 minutes) 
 Self-reflections on the above questions  
 Elaboration on the scope of their roles 
 Sharing of inspirational aspects of their own learning journeys up until this point 

that may facilitate deeper connection and curiosity for and with the residents 
 

3. Break (10 minutes) 
 

4. Exploring Intentionality, Preferences and Curiosities (20 minutes) 
 In our welcome email, you were invited to bring a tangible object and/or an 

embodied song, art piece, story, dream, desire, feeling etc. that might reflect your 
intuitive interests around of a digital topic of your choosing. Take a few minutes 
to describe your object through story, including how it reflects the digital topic you 
have chosen. 

 What called you to apply for a residency about digital world-making? 
o What’s a key idea that you’re bringing into this residency?  
o What are you curious about, hoping to learn more about, inspired to 

talk/think about? 
 What creative outlets do you most enjoy exploring?  
 What media or digital tools do you work in? What media or digital tools do you 

want to explore?  
 How do you prefer presenting to the group during all-team meetings? 

 

 


